This Safety Alert is to inform the university community about an incident that occurred near the intersection of Ellsworth Avenue and Aiken Avenue on December 14, 2019 at approximately 9:55 a.m. A CMU student reported that a beige, older model truck with a matte finish and peeling paint pulled over next to her. The male driver then yelled, “Hey woman, get in the car!” The CMU student refused, and the driver of the truck sighed loudly, “Ugh,” then sped away traveling westbound on Ellsworth Avenue.

The driver is described as male, approximately 60 years old, partially bald with gray hair. The Pittsburgh Bureau of Police is investigating the incident.

General Prevention and Safety Tips:

- Stay alert to your surroundings at all times.
- Stay close to friends and do not interact with strangers.
- Do not approach suspicious persons or vehicles.
- Report any suspicious incidents, persons or vehicles immediately to CMU Police at 412-268-2323, or off campus to the Pittsburgh Police at 911.

Lt. Robert Opferman
University Police